Implications of stoichiometry-controlled structural changeover between heteroleptic trigonal [Cu(phenAr2)(py)]+ and tetragonal [Cu(phenAr2)(py)2]+ motifs for solution and solid-state supramolecular self-assembly.
A stoichiometric variant of the HETPYP concept (HETeroleptic PYridine and Phenanthroline metal complexes) opens the venue to heteroleptic metallosupramolecular HETPYP-I assemblies both in solution and the solid state, involving the trigonal [Cu(phenAr(2))(py)](+) coordination motif (phenAr(2) = 2,9-diarylphenanthroline; py = various oligopyridines). Combining the same building blocks at another stoichiometric ratio furnished metallosupramolecular HETPYP-II aggregates in the solid state, now based on the tetrahedral [Cu(phenAr(2))(py)(2)](+) coordination motif. Thus, a stoichiometry-controlled structural changeover based on the relative amounts of oligopyridines leads from a discrete assembly with trigonally coordinated copper(I) centers to a coordination polymer with tetrahedrally coordinated copper(I) ions, as shown by solid state studies. In solution, the analysis of both stoichiometric variants indicates that the HETPYP-I structure is congruent with that in the solid state, while the HETPYP-II assembly, as established through DOSY NMR and dynamic light scattering measurements, is only oligomeric at low temperature. At room temperature, i.e. due to entropic costs, the latter assembly prefers to keep "unsaturated" coordination sites that are in rapid exchange, making it an interesting system as a dynamic protecting group and for constitutional dynamic materials through the exchange and reshuffling of components.